EmPower Network Series

NVR-E32-8VA

32 Channel Ultra 4K&H.265
Network Video Recorder
Features
Intel Processor
Max 32 IP Camera Inputs
Max 384Mbps Incoming Bandwidth
Up to 12MP Resolution for Preview and Playback
Supports RAID 0/1/5/6/10
Smart Tracking and Intelligent Video

System Overview
The next generation network video recorder offers unparalleled recording technology for IP video surveillance applications. For applications where
details are critical for identification, this enterprise-level NVR provides a powerful Intel processor with up to 4Kresolution. Additionally, the NVR
features a mouse shortcut operation menu, remote management and control, centre storage, edge storage,and back up storage.
This NVR is ideal for a wide range of applications such as public safety, transportation stations, government institutions, hotel resorts, shopping
malls, city centers, and financial institutions, where demand expansion flexibility, high reliability and centralized storage management.
The NVR is compatible with numerous third-party devices making it the perfect solution for surveillance systems with or without a video
management system (VMS). Its open architecture supports multi-user access and is compatible with ONVIF 2.4, enabling interoperability when
combined with 4K cameras.

Functions
RAID 0/1/5/6/10

4K Resolution

Offering a balance between storage performance, storage capacity, and data
integrity, the NVR features Fruitfull RAID 0/1/5/6/10 for faster and safer recording.

The NVR supports 4K ultra HD resolution (3840 x 2160) for recording, live
viewing and playback.

N+M Hot Standby

Fisheye Dewarping

The highly reliable redundancy N+M Hot Standby design provides a secure, failover technique ensuring
immediate backup. In the event of a system failure, the slave instantly takes over the master ensuring
no data is lost.

The NVR features multiple fisheye dewarping modes
to make viewing video easy whether its live or
during playback.

Point of Sale (POS)

Intelligent Video System (IVS)

Ideal for grocery and retail stores, the optional POS
solution allows the NVR to receive a POS
transaction via corresponding video. This feature
allows merchants to analyze specific transactions
via the fuzzy search algorithm.

With built-in intelligent video analytics, the NVR has the ability to detect and analyze moving objects for
improved video surveillance. The NVR provides optional standard intelligence at the edge allowing
detection of multiple object behaviors such as abandoned or missing objects. IVS also supports Tripwire
analytics, allowing the camera to detect when a pre-determined line has been crossed, People Counting,
ideal for business intelligence, and Face Detection, for searching or identification of individuals.

ANR (Automatic Network Replenishment Technology)

Heat Map

Video record in SD card in IP cameras when the network breaks
down, and after the network recovered, the video will be
transferred to NVR and then recorded in it.

The NVR's Heat Map option highlights the areas with the highest concentration of
people. This information can then be exported into a customized report to assist in
business or forensic analysis.

Smart Tracking
The auto tracking PTZ feature automatically tracks a moving target throughout the camera's field of view. This function is ideal for following an object as it
moves through airports, parking lots, city centers, or other applications.
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